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THE SUMMER OF '21
by Lori Reynolds

and how it moved us

The Summer of '21. There is likely a song, or a book already being written
about it. Stories to tell the Grandkids. Lessons to learn from. It will
certainly go down in history, its artifacts on display in a museum one day.
It is, and always will be, the summer that moved us.
Of course, we will all have a different version of exactly where it moved us
to. This is our version:

MUSEUM & STORE HOURS
Tuesday-Sunday 10a-5p
through October 21st
586 Wiscasset Rd Boothbay
207.633.4727

Our season began the same way everyone else's did: short on staff, record
breaking visitors. Demand greatly exceeding supply. It was the sort of
demand that every business dreams of. Except in the dream, it's not missing
its counterpart. The universe was greatly off balance, and our only option
was to keep it from tipping over.
And after a year and a half of living the opposite challenge, it's suffice to
say 'the universe' was also slightly overwhelmed.
But here we are, the fall season upon us, and alive to tell about it! Once
again, proving how strong and resilient we are, individually and
collectively.
Our pivoting skills sharpening each day.
Successfully
conquering challenges we never before knew existed.

Visit our new

HOBBY REPAIR SHOP
By Appointment only

'Nothing in the world is
worth having or worth
doing unless it means
effort, pain, difficulty…
I have never in my life
envied a human being
who led an easy life. I
have envied a great
many people who led
difficult lives and led
them well.'
Theodore Roosevelt

It hasn't been easy. But then, nothing worth having is easy. Ultimately, it's
our choice to decide what keeps us stuck, and what moves us forward.
At the museum, the summer went like this: 6 full-time and 8 seasonal
employees, 1 intern, a devoted Board of Directors, and a core of priceless
volunteers welcomed more than 10,000 visitors in 60 days, while caring for
35 acres, 39 exhibits, 46 cars, 4 trains, 2 goats and a new antique store.
We celebrated Maine's 201st birthday and honored longstanding traditions.
We did our best to preserve the past and plan for the future.
It was a lot for a small team, and it wasn't easy. But on the hardest of
days, we dug extra deep to find the answer to the lingering question, 'is this
all worth it?' The stories within these pages are just a few of the inspiring
moments we encountered in the summer of '21 to remind us that it most
certainly was (and remains to be) all worth it! And that difficult times can
bring out the best in all of is, if we so choose to let the best in us come out!
We hope these moments bring you as much joy, hope, peace, inspiration,
and love as they brought us.

The Moments That Moved Us
A GRANDFATHER'S LEGACY
by Steve Markowitz, Excecutive Director

It was not hard for me to pick my special moment. It happened
about two weekends ago while I was conductor. I can’t tell you how
many times I have folks tell me how special the Railway Village is to
them. It is almost a daily occurrence. This particular story was extra
special. The young lady wrote me after her visit:
Dear Mr. Markowitz,
Thank you so much for speaking with me the other day on the station
platform. You may recall me as the sobbing lady who had lots of
inarticulate things to say about her grandfather and the times we
had shared there. I am so grateful for your kindness in that moment-I hadn't been to the Railway Village since he passed, and I had no
idea how much emotion would sweep over me as I stepped into the
station.
My grandfather passed away on New Year's Eve, and as you can tell
from my demeanor on that recent Sunday, the grief is still fresh for
much of my family. He had many incredible accomplishments in his
life as a businessman and community leader, but to me he was
always just Grandpa. I grew up building fairy houses in the Maine
woods with him, and taking weekly trips to the Railway Village,
spending hours on the train. He was a lifelong train enthusiast, and
delighted in showing us everything that Railway Village had to offer
(peppered with lots of train-related trivia facts). I have been
searching for a way to memorialize that person--the grandfather
who I love and whose memory I will always cherish--for a few
months now, and the Railway Village is what leaps to mind. He has
taken all 8 of us there over the years, probably thousands of times,
and loved each adventure. In our family photo albums, there are
pictures of each grandchild grinning from the platform at the end of
the caboose behind the station: you can watch us grow up in those
photographs, from toddlers to teenagers to now (mostly) adults.
If possible, I would love to put a small plaque somewhere in that
area memorializing my grandfather and the wonderful memories we
made together there. Please let me know what you think of this idea
and whether it might be possible. Either way, I will be making a
donation in support of Railway Village, which I hope to visit with my
own children one day. What a special, wonderful place.
Jessica Kosek

In Loving Memory of Edward K. Asplundh

THE BOY & THE ENGINEER
by David Blackman, Director of Operations

When the Railway is open and
filled with people, I’ve always
thought it had a feeling of a living
village. The locomotives passing
by, the sound of a blacksmith's
hammer, the horn of an Antique
car. Going into my 40th season, it
has never felt as quiet as it did
last year when we were forced to
close for the first time due to
Covid.
It was nice to come out from
behind the scenes and be part of
the train crew once again this
year. It was especially nice to see
all the waving children and happy
faces everywhere that I looked.
My special moment was after I
had stopped at Thorndike Station
after making a trip with the diesel.
A young father turned around and
walked back to the locomotive.
He told me he had just asked his
young son if he loved the train
ride… To which his young son
replied “I loved the engineer”
It’s moments like this one, and
many more, that remind me how
lucky I am to work here, and what
a truly special place the Railway
Village is.

Always Be Humble & Kind
Rewriting history is out of our
control (all we need to do is visit
a museum to remind us of that).
But writing our present, and our
future is 100% within our control.
Tim McGraw says it best in his
song Always be Humble and Kind
'Don't take for granted the love this
life gives you
When you get where you're going
don't forget to turn back around
And help the next one in line
Always stay humble and kind'

MOMENTS CONT'D
PAST CONNECTING PRESENT
I am so grateful for all the people I have met
thanks to the Railway Village Museum’s 200+1
exhibit. Collaborating with so many historical
societies was such a rewarding way for the
museum to help reach our goals to integrate with
our community more fully. Personally, the exhibit
was a fantastic way for me, someone new to
Maine, to become quickly entrenched in local
history. Spending the entire opening day in the
exhibit talking with visitors and watching their
enjoyment of seeing something new at the
museum was hugely satisfying. So often that day I
saw people wonder at the artistry of the Ranco
family and Edbury Hatch, heard laughter as
people read of Nancy Chase’s banishment from
church due to her scandalous shoulder barring
party dress, and watched as people pulled family
and friends over to an artifact they were
particularly intrigued by. I realized this was an
opportunity for all of us, those new to Maine and
those who had lived here their whole lives, to
connect with the past and the everyday people
who made up our community history. Being that
this was my first time seeing the village open to
the public it was truly heart warming to hear
people excitedly making plans to return with their
summer visitors later in the season. It is a great
feeling to be part of a place that people want to
return to and share with their loved ones.
Dr. Whitney lytle
Director of Curation and Education

This Edition is Dedicated to
George McEvoy
Whose passion as a young
man, followed by decades of
hard work and dedication,
made it possible for
countless families to share
priceless moments together.
It's so much more than a
museum, it's a place to make
memories that last
{longer than} a lifetime.
Three Generations
The Heyman family (Seth,
Keith and Zachary
pictured above) have been
making memories at the
museum together for
more than 40 years

George opened Boothbay
Railway Village Museum in
1965. That's 56 years of
memories... and counting!

THE VILLAGE PEOPLE
A VERY SPECIAL THANK YOU
The Railway Village wishes to extend a big thank you
to our newest volunteer, Garrick Grimmel. In late
June Garrick and his mother, Kimberly Grimmel,
started volunteering their time 3-5 mornings each
week to water the flowers, tend to the fountain, and
feed the goats. Garrick, (who is 19 with special
needs), and Kimberly are a breath of fresh air for the
museum. Garrick is enthusiastic about all of his tasks,
but cited feeding Tender and Coal their pellets as his
favorite job. Though the goats may have been
intimidating at first, they are now all good friends,
and they obviously love Garrick’s morning pats!
When asked what brought them to us, Garrick
expressed his love of lanterns and trains. Kimberly
stated, “As he is transitioning from high school, I
wanted him to have a career. Some place he could
have a community. He has been coming here and
loving it since he was a child so this was also
familiar. We want to keep seeing how far he can take
this. I think this place can really strengthen him.”
Over the summer he has shown positivity, a
willingness to help, and has taken on new
challenges. Garrick’s responsibilities continue to
expand, recently with him receiving his own set of
keys in order to help open the exhibits in the morning.
Garrick has inspired us to expand our volunteer
opportunities, and we hope Garrick serves as
inspiration for others who wish to be as generous
with their time. The museum thrives when our
community starts to take ownership in its care and
growth. The Grimmels currently split their time
between their Florida and Maine residences, but have
been looking for ways to put down some local roots.
So, if you see Garrick on the grounds, be sure to give
a wave and express your thanks for his being a
proactive member of our Boothbay community! We at
the museum are so grateful for Garrick and look
forward to having him be part of the Railway Village
family for a long time to come.
by Dr. Whitney Lytle, Director of Curation and Education

WHO'S MAKING HISTORY

ON

There are so many ways to make history at the
museum. Whether it's by donating artifacts, time
or money. All are critical pieces in preserving our
past and giving back to our future. We believe
these selfless gifts deserve proper recognition, so
please allow us to introduce our most recent
history Makers:

We couldn't be more excited to
announce a vibrant schedule of CovidFriendly events for the upcoming
holiday season!! The museum offers
ample outdoor space to spread out,
and we plan to take full advantage to
entertain our community, large and
small. So, save the dates, and visit
RailwayVillage.org for all the details.

Chuck Koch
The museum is thrilled and appreciative for the
donation of an extensive collection of antique
woodworking tools and reference materials from
summer resident Chuck Koch. The tools are in
beautiful condition and include a multitude of
measurement equipment, wood planes of varying
sizes, and other essentials. Koch, who has been
keeping up with the museum through Village
Voice, cited his excitement about the positive
changes to the museum as motive for his
donation. The museum is adding the tools to their
permanent collection and hope to present them to
the public in an all-new exhibit in the future!

THE

HORIZON

Family Harvest Day
OCTOBER 2ND

October
9 & 10
ART
MUSIC
FOOD

Community events have always been an important
part of the museum, and they would not be
possible
without
the
wealth
of
generous
volunteers we are blessed to call family. This
past summer we celebrated Maine's Bicentennial
with more than 1,000 attending Olde Village Day,
and the Antique Auto Day and 50's Sock Hop
welcomed more than 500.
Summer Event Volunteers Sam Markowitz
Courtney Holland
Bob Holland
Ted Foss
Steve Reynolds
Dana Paolillo
Heidi McKechnie
Delly Clarkson
Caleb Hodgdon

Donating Businesses
Hannafords
Mine Oyster

Maya Rhys Provan
Liam Thomas Provan
Paul Johnson
Bob Douglas
John and Cathy Orne
Dave Flannagan
George McEvoy
Charlie Bamberg
George Sefick

Blanchard's Creamery
Maine Root

OCT
31
Community Halloween Party

North Pole Express

DECEMBER WEEKENDS
If you enjoy being part of a team focused
on celebrating the holidays,
email
Lori.Reynolds@RailwayVillage.org.
Volunteers make these events possible,
and a super fun time is guaranteed!
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